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Abstract

This paper considers two related problems of state estimation and model validation for a class of
uncertain linear systems. The main contribution of the paper is that it considers a general information
structure which allows for discrete and continuous measurements as well as missing data. The results are
given in terms of a recursive state estimator involving a jump Riccati di�erential equation and jump
state equations. These equations can be solved on-line. # 1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

In many real time signal processing problems, the connection between the sensors collecting

the data and the computer processing the data involves computer networks which are subject

to overloads and communications channels which are subject to frequent loss of data packets.

In both cases, it is important that the signal processing algorithm being used have the

capability to cope with frequent loss of measurement data.
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Another important practical problem which must be dealt with in many signal processing
problems is the situation in which some of the sensors supply data at a very fast rate (which
can be approximated as a continuous time signal) whereas other sensors supply data at a
slower sample rate. In this case, it is important that the signal processing algorithm be able to
simultaneously handle both types of measured data.
Many signal processing algorithms such as the Kalman and Weiner ®lters are based on the use

of a signal model. However, in practice it may be di�cult to obtain an exact signal model but
rather one must use a signal model which is subject to uncertainties. This leads to problems of
robust ®ltering in which the signal processing algorithm must be robust against uncertainties in the
signal model. The results of this paper consider a number of signal processing problems in which
all of these practical problems are addressed; i.e. missing measurement data, continuous and
discrete measurements and robustness against model uncertainties.
Two important problems which occur in the theory of uncertain linear systems are the problems

of state estimation and model validation. Recently, it has been shown that for uncertain systems
with uncertainty described by an integral quadratic constraint, these problems can be addressed
via an approach which leads to a robust version of the Kalman Filter (see Refs. [1±3]). These
results extend the early deterministic Kalman ®ltering approach of Ref. [4] to the case of uncertain
systems. The main results of this paper extend the results of Refs. [1±3] to allow for a more general
information structure. In particular, we allow both continuous and discrete data. Also, we allow
for the situation in which some of the data is missing.
In many cases, the model being considered is a continuous-time model but the measured output

data is available only at discrete sampling instants. Hence, we are motivated to consider `hybrid'
problems of model validation and state estimation. Furthermore, we extend these problems to
allow for the case when some of the outputs can be measured continuously and other outputs can
only be measured at discrete sampling instants. Such a situation may arise in complex hybrid
processes involving both digital and analog blocks. Our results also allow for the case in which
some of the data is missing. In many practical ®ltering or model validation problems, there is a
possibility that some of the observation data may be missing. This problem of missing data may
arise from temporary sensor failure or congestion of the communications network connecting the
sensors to the processor. This motivates us to consider problems of robust model validation and
®ltering with both continuous/discrete measurements and missing data.
An important feature of our results is that they apply to uncertain systems. In the case of

state estimation, this is important since it is known that the standard Kalman ®lter may give
poor performance in the case of a process model contains signi®cant uncertainties (e.g. see
Refs. [5, 6]). Since our results consider the case of both continuous-time and discrete-time
outputs, our results contain as a special case, the sampled-data robust state estimation
problem. This problem is related to the sampled-data H1 ®ltering problem considered in
Ref. [7]. Also, note that our results enable us to consider the problem of missing measurement
data. The standard Kalman ®ltering problem with missing measurement data has been
considered by a number of previous authors (e.g. see Refs. [8, 9]). However, we consider a
problem of robust Kalman ®ltering which allows for missing measurement data.
The signi®cant advances being made in the ®eld of robust control theory have motivated a

number of authors to study the model validation problem for uncertain systems (e.g. see
Refs. [10±13]). However, none of these papers consider the hybrid situation considered in this
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paper with a continuous-time model and some discrete-time measurements. Also, none of these
papers consider the model validation problem in which some of the data may be missing.
The results of this paper involve a new approach to robust ®ltering and model validation for

uncertain systems in which the uncertainty is described by a sum-integral quadratic constraint.
This uncertainty description is a generalization of the integral quadratic constraint uncertainty
description which originated in the work of Yakubovich (e.g. see Refs. [14±16]). This class of
uncertain systems is a particularly rich uncertainty class allowing for nonlinear, time-varying,
dynamic uncertainties. The results of this paper involve the solution of a jump Riccati
di�erential equation and the solution of a set of jump state equations. The jump Riccati
equation being considered behaves like a standard Riccati di�erential equation between the
sampling instants. However at the sample times, its solution exhibits ®nite jumps. Also, the
jump state equation being considered exhibits similar jump behaviour. The solution to these
equations leads to a recursive solution to the state estimation and model validation problems
under consideration. These recursive calculations are closely related to the recursive
calculations in the standard Kalman ®lter.
It should be noted that the coe�cients in the jump Riccati di�erential equation will depend

on which measurements are available at any given time instant. However, the jump Riccati
di�erential equation can be solved on-line while the data is being processed. Hence our main
results can be used to give an on-line robust state estimate for the case of missing data and
discrete/continuous measurements. Also, our results can be applied to the problem of model
validation for uncertain system. These results will be useful in verifying uncertain systems
models for later use in robust controller design.

2. Problem statement

Let N be a given number and let 0< t1< t2< . . . < tN<T be given times. Consider the
time-varying uncertain system de®ned on the ®nite time interval [0, T]:

_x�t� � A�t�x�t� � B1�t�w�t� � B2�t�u�t�; zc�t� � Kc�t�x�t� � Gc�t�u�t�;

zd�tj � � Kd�tj �x�tj � � Gd�tj �u�tj � 8j � 1, 2, . . . , N; yc�t� � Cc�t�x�t� � vc�t�;

yd�tj � � Cd�tj �x�tj � � vd�tj � 8j � 1, 2, . . . , N

�1�

where x(t) $ Rn is the state, w(t) $ Rp, vc(t) $ Rk and vd(t) $ Rl are the uncertainty inputs,
u(t) $ Rh is the control input, zc(t) $ Rq is the continuous uncertainty output, yc(t) $ Rk is the
continuous measured output, zd(tj) $ Rr is the discrete uncertainty output, yd(tj) $ Rl is the discrete
measured output, A(�), B1(�), B2(�), Kc(�), Gc(�) and Cc(�) are bounded piecewise continuous
matrix functions, Kd(�), Gd(�) and Cd(�) are matrix sequences.

2.1. Incomplete measurements

We will consider the case when the measurements yd(�) and yc(�) are incomplete. That is, let
Md(tj)= [M d

1(tj), M d
2(tj), . . . , Md

l(tj)]
0 be a given vector for j=1, 2, . . . , N such that
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Md(tj) $ {0, 1} for any i=1, . . . , l and any j=1, 2, . . . , N. Then, the ith component yd
i(tj) of

the output vector yd(tj) is known if Md
i(tj)=1 and yd

i(tj) is unknown if Md
i(tj)=0. The matrix

Md,[Md(t1), Md(t2), . . . , Md(tN)] is referred to as the incompleteness matrix for the discrete
output of the system in Eq. (1). Also, let Mc(t)= [M c

1(t), M c
2(t), . . . , Mc

k(t)] 0 be a given vector
for t $ [0, T] such that Mc

i(t) $ {0, 1} for any i=1, . . . , k and any t $ [0, T]. Then, the ith
component yc

i(t) of the output vector yc(t) is known if Mc
i(t)=1 and yc

i(t) is unknown if
Mc

i(t)=0. The matrix function Mc(�) is referred to as the incompleteness matrix function for
the continuous output of the system in Eq. (1).
Associated with the incompleteness matrix Md and the incompleteness matrix function Mc(�),

we also de®ne matrices Ed(tj) and Ec(t) as follows: for each j, the matrix Ed(tj) is de®ned to be
the diagonal matrix whose diagonal elements are given by the elements of the vector Md(tj)
and for each t, the matrix Ec(t) is de®ned to be the diagonal matrix whose diagonal elements
are given by the elements of the vector Mc(t).

2.2. System uncertainty

The uncertainty in the above system is required to satisfy the following sum-integral
quadratic constraint. Let X0=X0

0>0 be a given matrix, x0$R
n be a given vector, d>0 be a

given constant, Rd(�)= Rd(�) 0r0 be given matrix weighting sequence, Q(�)= Q(�) 0 and
Rc(�)= Rc(�) 0r0 be given bounded piecewise continuous matrix weighting functions satisfying
the following condition: there exists a constant d>0 such that Q(t)r dI for all t. For a given
®nite time interval [0, s], we will consider the uncertainty inputs w(�), vc(�) and vd(�) and initial
conditions x(0) such that

�x�0� ÿ x0� 0X0�x�0� ÿ x0� �
�s
0

�w�t� 0Q�t�w�t� � vc�t� 0Rc�t�vc�t��dt

�
X
tjRs

vd�tj � 0Rd�tj �vd�tj �Rd�
�s
0

kzc�t�k2dt�
X
tjRs

kzd�tj �k2: �2�

Here6�6denotes the standard Euclidean norm.
Note that the above uncertainty description allows for uncertainties in which the uncertainty

inputs w(�), vc(�) and vd(�) depend dynamically on the uncertainty outputs zc(�) and zd(�). In this
case, the constant d may be interpreted as a measure of the size of the initial conditions on the
nominal system and uncertainty dynamics.
It is clear that the uncertain system in Eqs. (1) and (2) allows for uncertainty satisfying a

standard norm bound constraint. In this case, the uncertain system would be described by the
state equations

_x�t� � �A�t� � B1�t�D1�t�Kc�t��x�t� � �B2�t� � B1�t�D1�t�Gc�t��u�t�;

yc�t� � �Cc�t� � D2�t�Kc�t��x�t� � D2�t�Gc�t�u�t�; k�D1�t� 0D2�t� 0�kR1,

yd�tj � � �Cd�tj � � D3�tj �Kd�tj ��x�tj � � D3�tj �Gd�tj �u�tj �; kD3�tj �kR1 8j � 1, 2, . . . , N �3�
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where D1(�), D2(�) and D3(�) are the uncertainty matrices and6�6denotes the standard induced
matrix norm. Also, the initial conditions would be required to satisfy the inequality
(x(0)ÿ x0)

0X0(x(0)ÿ x0)R d. To verify that such uncertainty is admissible for the uncertain
system in Eqs. (1) and (2), let w(t)= D1(t)zc(t), vc(t)= D2(t)zc(t) and vd(tj)= D3(tj)zd(tj). Then
the condition in Eq. (2) is satis®ed with Q(�)0 I, Rc(�)0 I and Rd(�)0 I.
Notations. Let Md be a given incompleteness matrix, Mc(�) be a given incompleteness matrix
function and let yc(t)= y c

0(t) and yd(tj)= y d
0(tj) be the outputs of the uncertain system in

Eqs. (1) and (2). Also, de®ne the corresponding known outputs yÄ c
0(t) and yÄ c

0(tj) such that
yÄ c
0i(t)= y c

0i(t) if Mc
i(t)=1 and yÄ c

0i(t)=0 if Mc
i(t)=0. That is, the known output is obtained

by setting unknown elements in the output vector to zero. It follows from this de®nition that
we can write yÄ c

0(t)= Ec(t)y c
0(t) where the matrix Ec(t) is de®ned as above. Also, we de®ne the

known output yÄ d
0(tj) such that yÄ d

0(tj)= Md(tj)y d
0(tj).

De®nition 1. Let x0$R
n and d>0 be given. Also, let u 0(�) and y c

0(�) be given vector functions
de®ned over a given time interval [0, s] and let y d

0(tj) be a given vector sequence de®ned for
tj< s. Also, let yÄ c

0(�) and yÄ d
0(�) be the corresponding known outputs. The input±output triple

[u 0(�), yÄ c0(�), yÄ d0(�)] is said to be realizable with parameters x0 and d if there exist [x(�), w(�), vc(�),
vd(�)] satisfying the conditions in Eqs. (1) and (2) with u(t)= u 0(t), Mc(t)yc(t)=yÄ c

0(t) and
Md(tj)yd(tj)=yÄ d

0(tj).

2.3. Model validation problem

We consider the following problem: given a measured input±output triple [u 0(�), yÄ c0(�), yÄ d0(�)],
determine if this triple is realizable for the uncertain system in Eqs. (1) and (2).
Notation. Let u(t)= u 0(t) be a ®xed control input, yÄ c

0(t) and yÄ d
0(tj) be ®xed known outputs of

the uncertain system in Eq. (1) and let the ®nite time interval [0, s] be given. Then,

Xs�x0, u
0���js0, ~y0c���js0, ~y0d���js0, d �

denotes the set of all possible states x(s) at time s for the uncertain system in Eq. (1) with
uncertainty inputs and initial conditions satisfying the constraint in Eq. (2).
De®nition 2. The uncertain system in Eqs. (1) and (2) is said to be strictly veri®able with the
incompleteness matrix Md and the incompleteness matrix function Mc(�) on [0, T], if for any
vector x0$R

n, any time s $ (0, T], any constant d>0, any ®xed control input u(t)= u 0(t) and
any ®xed known outputs yÄ c

0(t) and yÄ d
0(tj), the set Xs[x0, u

0(�)v0s, yÄ c0(�)v0s, yÄ d0(�)v0s, d] is bounded.

2.4. State estimation problem

We consider the following problem: describe the set

Xs�x0, u
0���js0, ~y0c js0, ~y0d���js0, d �

Remark. The above robust state estimation problem with missing data includes the problem of
robust prediction as a special case. This follows if we consider the incompleteness matrix to be
such that Md(tj)=0 for j=N0+1, N0+2, . . . , N and the incompleteness matrix function to be
such that Mc(t)=0 for t $ [T0, T].
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Notation. Let g(t) be a given matrix or vector function which is right continuous and may be
left discontinuous. Then, g(tj

ÿ ) denotes the value of g(t) just before tj, i.e.
g(tj
ÿ ),limE>0,E 4 0g(tjÿE) assuming that the limit exists.

3. The main result

Our solution to the above model validation problem involves the following Riccati
di�erential equation which contains jumps in its solution:

_P�t� � A�t�P�t� � P�t�A�t� 0 � P�t��Kc�t� 0Kc�t� ÿ Cc�t� 0Ec�t�Rc�t�Ec�t�Cc�t��P�t�

�B1�t�Q�t�ÿ1B1�t� 0 for t 6� tj;

P�tj � � �P�tÿj �ÿ1 � Cd�tj � 0Ed�tj �Rd�tj �Ed�tj �Cd�tj � ÿ Kd�tj � 0Kd�tj ��ÿ1

for j � 1, 2, . . . , N: �4�

Such a Riccati equation will be referred to as a jump Riccati equation. Also, we consider a set
of state equations which contains jumps in its solution

_̂x�t� � �A�t� � P�t��Kc�t� 0Kc�t� ÿ Cc�t� 0Ec�t�Rc�t�Ec�t�Cc�t���x̂�t�

� P�t�Cc�t� 0Ec�t�Rc�t� ~y0c�t� � �P�t�Kc�t� 0Gc�t�

� B2�t��u0�t� for t 6� tj; x̂�tj � � x̂�tÿj � � P�tÿj ��Kd�tj � 0Kd�tj �

ÿ Cd�tj � 0Ed�tj �Rd�tj �Ed�tj �Cd�tj ��x̂�tÿj � � P�tÿj �Cd�tj � 0Ed�tj �Rd�tj � ~y0d�tj �

� P�tÿj �Kd�tj � 0Gd�tj �u0�tj� for j � 1, 2, . . . , N: �5�

Such a state equation is referred to as a jump state equation.
We are now in a position to present the main result of this paper. The proof of this result is

given in Appendix A.
Theorem 1. Let X0=X0

0>0 be a given matrix, Rd(�)=Rd(�) 0r0 be a given matrix sequence
and Q(�)=Q(�) 0 and Rc(�)=Rc(�) 0r0 be given matrix functions such that the condition
Q(t)rdI holds on the time interval [0, T]. Also, consider the uncertain system in Eqs. (1) and
(2) with a given incompleteness matrix Md and incompleteness matrix function Mc(�). Then the
following statements hold:

1. The system in Eqs. (1) and (2) is strictly veri®able on [0, T] if and only if the solution P(�)
to the jump Riccati equation (Eq. (4)) with initial condition P(O)=X0

±1 exists and is
positive-de®nite on the interval [0, T].

2. Suppose the system in Eqs. (1) and (2) is strictly veri®able on [0, T]. Also, let s $ (0, T] be
given and let x0$R

n be a given vector, d>0 be a given constant, yÄ d
0(tj) and yÄ c(t) be given
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known outputs and u0(t) be a given vector function de®ned on [0, s]. Then, the triple [u0(�),
yÄ c
0(�), yÄ d0(�)] is realizable if and only if rs[u

0(�), yÄ c0(�), yÄ d0(�)]rÿd where

rs�u0���, ~y0d���, ~y0d����,
�s
0

�k�Kc�t�x̂�t� � Gc�t�u0�t��k2ÿ�Cc�t�x̂�t�

ÿ ~y0c�t�� 0Ec�t�Rc�t�Ec�t��Cc�t�x̂�t� ÿ ~y0c�t��� dt�
X
tjRs

�k�Kd�tj �x̂�tj ��Gd�tj �u0�tj ��k2

ÿ �Cd�tj �x̂�tj � ÿ ~y0d�tj �� 0Ed�tj �Rd�tj �Ed�tj ��Cd�tj �x̂�tj � ÿ ~y0d�tj ��� �6�

and xÃ(�) is de®ned by the jump state equation in Eq. (5) with initial condition xÃ(0)=x0.

3. If the uncertain system in Eqs. (1) and (2) is strictly veri®able, then

Xs�x0, u
0���js0, ~y0c���js0, ~y0d���js0, d � � fxs 2 Rn:�xs ÿ x̂�s�� 0P�s�ÿ1�xs ÿ x̂�s��Rd

� rs�u0���, ~y0c���, ~y0d����g: �7�

Fig. 1. Estimated value of x2 as a function of time.
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4. Illustrative example

In this section we present an example to illustrate our main results. The example consists of
an oscillator with uncertainty in the frequency of oscillation and uncertainty in the continuous
as well as discrete-time measurement equations. The uncertain system is described as follows:

_x�t� �
�ÿ1 2
ÿ3 0

�
x�t� �

�
1
1

�
w�t�; zc�t� �

�
1 0
0:1 0:1

�
x�t�; yc�t� � � 1 ÿ1 �x�t� � vc�t�

zd�t� �
�
1 0
0 1

�
x�t�; yd�t� � �ÿ1 0:5 �x�t� � vd�t�:

The uncertainty in this system is assumed to satisfy the sum-integral quadratic constraint in
Eq. (2) with Rc=1, Rd=1, Q=1, d=4, x0= [0 0] 0 and

X0 �
�
10 0
0 2

�
We consider the uncertainties to be such that w(t)= [1 0]x(t), vc(t)= ÿ [0 0.1]x(t), vd(t)= [0
1]x(t) and x(0)= [0 1] 0. It is straightforward to verify that this uncertainty satis®es the sum-
integral quadratic constraint. Corresponding to this uncertainty realization is the linear system

Fig. 2. Ellipsoidal bound for x(2).
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_x�t� �
�

0 2
ÿ2 0

�
x�t�; yc�t� � � 1 ÿ1:1 �x�t�; yd�t� � �ÿ1 1:5 �x�t�

Now, we assume that s=1.5 and tj=0, 0.5 and 1 s. Furthermore, we assume that the output
measurements are not available for t $ [1.3, 1.5]. Fig. 1 shows the resulting estimate of the state
variable x 2, upper and lower bounds on the value of x2 and the true value of x2 as a function
of time over the interval [0, 1.5]. Also, in Fig. 2, we show the ellipsoidal bounding set of the
form in Eq. (7) bounding the true value of the system at time t=1.5.

Appendix A

Proof of Theorem 1. (i) Necessity: in this case, we must establish the existence of a positive-
de®nite solution to the jump Riccati equation (Eq. (4)). This will be achieved by showing that
the cost function in a corresponding linear quadratic optimal control problem is bounded from
below.
First let s $ (0, T] be given and consider the uncertain system in Eqs. (1) and (2) de®ned on

[0, s]. Given a triple [u 0(�), yÄ c
0(�), yÄ d

0(�)], we have by the de®nition of Xs[x0, u 0(�), yÄ c
0(�)v0s,

yÄ d
0(�)v0s, d] that

xs 2 Xs�x0, u
0���js0, ~y0c���js0, ~y0d���js0, d �

if and only if there exist x(�), w(�), vc(�) and vd(�) satisfying Eq. (1) and such that x(s)= xs, the
constraint in Eq. (2) holds and

~y0c�t� �Mc�t��Cc�t�x�t� � vc�t�� 8t 2 �0, s� and ~y0d�tj � �Md�tj ��Cd�tj � � vd�tj ��
8tjRs:

�A:1�

Substitution of Eq. (A.1) into Eq. (2) implies that xs$Xs[x0, u
0(�)v0s, yÄ c0(�)v0s, yÄ d0(�)v0s, d] if and

only if there exists an uncertainty input w(�) $ L2[0, s] such that

J�xs, w����Rd �A:2�
where J[xs, w(�)] is de®ned by

J�xs, w����,�x�0� ÿ x0� 0X0�x�0� ÿ x0� �
�s
0

�w�t� 0Q�t�w�t�

ÿ k�Kc�t�x�t� � Gc�t�u0�t��k2 � � ~y0c�t� ÿ Cc�t�x�t�� 0Ec�t�Rc�t�Ec�t�� ~y0c�t� ÿ Cc�t�x�t���
dt�

X
tjRs

�� ~y0d�tj � ÿ Cd�tj �x�tj �� 0Ed�tj �Rd�tj �Ed�tj �� ~y0d�tj � ÿ Cd�tj �x�tj ��

ÿ k�Kd�tj �x�tj � � Gd�tj �u0�tj ��k2� �A:3�
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and x(�) is the solution to Eq. (1) with uncertainty input w(�) and boundary condition
x(s)= xs.

Now let E>0 be a given constant such that E<min{t1, t2ÿt1, . . . , tNÿt Nÿ1} and let g(tj)
be a given matrix or vector sequence. Then, we let g E(�) denote a corresponding function
de®ned so that

gE�t� � g�tj � if t 2 �tj ÿ E, tj � and gE�t� � 0 for all other t 2 �0, s�:
Using this notation, we introduce the following uncertain system with purely continuous
outputs:

_x�t� � A�t�x�t� � B1�t�w�t� � B2�t�u�t�; zE�t� � KE�t�x�t� � GE�t�u�t�;

yE�t� � CE�t�x�t� � vE�t�
�A:4�

where

CE�t�,
Cc�t�

C E
d�t�

24 35, KE�t�,
Kc�t�
1

E
K E

d�t�

24 35, GE�t�,
Gc�t�
1

E
G E

d�t�

24 35,

RE�t�,
Rc�t� 0

0
1

E
RE

d�t�

24 35, EE�t�,
Ec�t� 0

0
1

E
E E

d�t�

24 35:
Here the uncertainty inputs w(�) and vc(�) and initial conditions x(0) satisfy the following
integral quadratic constraint:

�x�0� ÿ x0� 0X0�x�0� ÿ x0� �
�s
0

�w�t� 0Q�t�w�t� � vE�t� 0EE�t�RE�t�EE�t�vE�t�� dtRd�
�s
0

kzE�t�k2 dt:
�A:5�

Let [u 0(�), yÄ c0(�), yÄ d0(�)] be an input±output triple for the system in Eq. (1) and introduce the
corresponding input±output pair [u 0(�), yE 0(�)] for the system in Eq. (A.4), where

~y0E ���,
�

~y0c���
~y0Ed ���

�
: �A:6�

Also, introduce the corresponding cost functional

JE�xs, w����,�x�0� ÿ x0� 0X0�x�0� ÿ x0� �
�s
0

�w�t� 0Q�t�w�t� ÿ k�KE�t�x�t��GE�t�u0�t��k2

� � ~y0E �t� ÿ CE�t�x�t�� 0EE�t�RE�t�EE�t�� ~y0E �t� ÿ CE�t�x�t���dt �A:7�

where x(�) is the solution to Eq. (A.4) with uncertainty input w(�) and boundary condition
x(s)= xs. Then, it follows immediately that for any xs and w(�), we obtain the following limit
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JE�xs, w���� ÿ4J�xs, w���� as E ÿ40 �A:8�
uniformly in xs.
Now consider the functional equation in Eq. (A.3) with x0=0, d=1, u 0(�)00, yÄ c

0(�)00 and
yÄ d
0(�)00. In this case, J is a homogeneous quadratic functional with a terminal cost term. Also,

consider the corresponding set Xs[0, 0, 0, 0, 1]. Since Xs[0, 0, 0, 0, 1] is bounded, there exists a
constant hs>0 such that all vectors xs$R

n with6xs6= hs do not belong to the set Xs[0, 0, 0,
0, 1]. Hence,

J�xs, w���� > 1 �A:9�
for all xs$R

n such that 6xs6= hs and for all w(�) $ L2[0, s]. Since, J is a homogeneous
quadratic functional, we have J[axs, aw(�)]= a 2 J[xs, w(�)] and Eq. (A.9) implies that

inf
w���2L2�0,s�

J�xs, w���� > 0 �A:10�

for all s $ [0, T] and all xs$0. From Eqs. (A.8) and (A.10), it follows that there exists a
constant E0>0 such that

inf
w���2L2�0,s�

JE�xs, w���� > 0 �A:11�

for all E< E0, s $ [0, T] and all xs$0.
The optimization problem in Eq. (A.11) with an unconstrained terminal condition x(s)$0

and subject to the constraint de®ned by the system in Eq. (A.4) is a linear quadratic optimal
control problem in which time is reversed. In this linear quadratic optimal control problem, a
sign inde®nite quadratic cost function is being considered. We now use a known result from
linear quadratic optimal control theory which states that if the in®mum of the cost function is
strictly positive for all terminal conditions, then there exists a solution to the corresponding
Riccati equation. Furthermore, the terminal value of the Riccati solution is positive de®nite
(e.g. see p. 23 of Ref. [17]). Thus, we conclude that the condition in Eq. (A.10) implies that for
all E< E0 there exists a solution XE(�) to the Riccati equation

ÿ _X�s� � XE�s�A�s� � A�s� 0XE�s� � XE�s�B�s�Q�s�ÿ1B�s� 0XE�s� � KE�s� 0KE�s�

ÿ CE�s� 0EE�s�RE�s�EE�s�CE�s� �A:12�
with initial condition XE(0)= X0. Furthermore, since Eq. (A.11) holds for any terminal time
s $ [0, T], this solution is positive-de®nite on [0, T]. Now the in®mum in Eq. (A.11) is achieved
and equal to xs

0XE(s)xs (see, for example, Ref. [18]). From this and Eq. (A.8), it follows that
the limit X(s),limE 4 0 XE(s) exists and is positive-de®nite on [0, T]. Indeed, it follows from
Eq. (A.8) that

xs
0XE�s�xs � inf

w���2L2�0,s�
JE�xs, w���� ÿ4 inf

w���2L2�0,s�
J�xs, w����:

Also, note that since XE(s)>0 for all E, it follows that the quantity

lim
Eÿ40

xs
0XE�s�xs � inf

w���2L2�0,s�
J�xs, w����:
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is bounded from below and hence the limit exists. Furthermore, since the set

fxs 2 Rn:xs
0X�s�xsR1g � fxs 2 Rn: inf

w���2L2�0,s�
J�xs, w����R1

is bounded, then we must have X(s)>0.
Now observe that X(s) satis®es the following jump Riccati equation

ÿ _X�s� � X�s�A�s� � A�s� 0X�s� � X�s�B�s�Q�s�ÿ1B�s� 0X�s��Kc�s� 0Kc�s�

ÿ Cc�s� 0Ec�t�Rc�s�Ec�s�Cc�s�s

6� tj;X�tj� � X�tÿj � ÿ Kd�tj � 0Kd�tj � � Cd�tj � 0Ed�tj �Rd�tj �Ed�tj �Cd�tj �j � 1, 2, . . . , N �A:13�

with initial condition X(0)= X0. From this, it follows that the required solution to jump
Riccati equation (Eq. (4)) is given by P(�)M X(�)ÿ1. This completes the proof of this part of
the theorem.
(ii) Su�ciency: for a given time interval [0, s], we have shown above that

xs 2 Xs�x0, u
0���js0, ~y0c���js0, ~y0d���js0, d �

if and only if there exists an uncertainty input w(�) $ L2[0, s] such that the condition in Eq. (A.2)
holds for the functional equation in Eq. (A.3). Since there exists a solution P(�) to the jump
Riccati equation (Eq. (4)) with initial condition P(0)= X 0

ÿ1, then X(�)= P(�)ÿ1 is a solution
to Eq. (A.13) with initial condition X(0)= X0. Using continuity, it follows that there exists a
constant E0>0 such that for any 0< E< E0, there exists the solution XE(�) to Eq. (A.12) with
XE(0)= X0 and

lim
Eÿ40

XE�s� � X�s� 8s 2 �0, T �: �A:14�

Now consider the uncertain system in Eq. (A.4) with the integral quadratic constraint in
Eq. (A.5). Also, consider the following minimization problem

min
w���2L2�0,s�

JE�xs, w���� �A:15�

where the functional JE[xs, w(�)] is de®ned by Eqs. (A.6) and (A.7) and the minimum is taken
over all x(�) and w(�) connected by Eq. (A.4) with the boundary condition x(s)= xs. This
problem is a linear quadratic optimal tracking problem in which the system operates in reverse
time.
We wish to convert the above tracking problem into a tracking problem of the form

considered in Refs. [4, 18]. First de®ne x1(t) to be the solution to the state equations

_x1�t� � A�t�x1�t� � B2�t�u0�t�; x1�0� � 0: �A:16�
Now let xÄ(t),x(t)ÿ x1(t). Then, it follows from Eqs. (A.4) and (A.16) that xÄ(t) satis®es the
state equations

_~x�t� � A�t� ~x�t� � B1�t�w�t� �A:17�
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where xÄ(0)= x(0). Furthermore, the cost function (Eq. (A.7)) can be re-written as

JE�xs, w���� � ~JE� ~xs, w����

� � ~x�0� ÿ x0� 0X0� ~x�0� ÿ x0� �
�s
0

�w�t� 0Q�t�w�t� ÿ k�KE�t�� ~x�t� � x1�t��

� GE�t�u0�t��k2 � � ~y0E �t� ÿ CE�t�� ~x�t� � x1�t��� 0EE�t�RE�t�EE�t�� ~y0E �t�

ÿ CE�t�� ~x�t� � x1�t����dt �A:18�

where xÄ(s)=xÄs=x1(s). Eqs. (A.17) and (A.18) now de®ne a tracking problem of the form

considered in Ref. [18] where yÄE
0(�), u 0(�) and x1(�) are all treated as reference inputs. In fact,

the only di�erence between this tracking problem and the tracking problem considered in the

proof of the result of Ref. [4] is that in this paper, we have a sign inde®nite quadratic cost

function.

The solution to this tracking problem is well known (e.g. see Ref. [18]). Indeed, if the Riccati

equation (Eq. (A.12)) has a positive-de®nite solution de®ned on [0, T] with initial condition

XE(0)= X0, then the minimum in

min
w���2L2�0,s�

~JE� ~xs, w����

will be achieved for any x0, u
0(�) and yÄE

0(�). Furthermore as in Ref. [4], we can write

min
w���2L2�0,s�

~JE� ~xs, w���� � � ~xs ÿ x̂1�s�� 0XE�s�� ~xs ÿ x̂1�s�� ÿ rEs�u0���, ~y0E ���� �A:19�

where

rEs�u0���, ~y0E ����,
�s
0

�k�KE�t��x1�t� � x̂1�t�� � GE�t�u0�t��k2 ÿ �CE�t��x1�t� � x̂1�t�� ÿ ~y0E �t�� 0RE�t�

� �CE�t��x1�t� � x̂1�t�� ÿ ~y0E �t���dt

and xÃ1(s) is the solution to state equations

_̂x1�s� � �A�s� � XE�s�ÿ1�KE�s� 0KE�s� ÿ CE�s� 0EE�s�RE�s�EE�s�CE�s����x1�s� � x̂1�s��

� XE�s�ÿ1CE�s� 0RE�s� ~y0E �s� � �XE�s�ÿ1KE�s� 0GE�s� � B2�s��u0�s� �A:20�

with initial condition xÃ1(0)= x0. Now let xÃ(s),x1(s)+xÃ1(s). Using the fact that xÄs=xsÿx1(s),
it follows that Eq. (A.19) can be re-written as

min
w���2L2�0,s�

JE�xs, w���� � �xs ÿ x̂�s�� 0XE�s��xs ÿ x̂�s�� ÿ rEs�u0���, ~y0E ����

where
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rEs�u0���, ~y0E ����,
�s
0

�k�KE�t�x̂�t� � GE�t�u0�t��k2 ÿ �CE�t�x̂�t� ÿ ~y0E �t�� 0EE�t�RE�t�EE�t��CE�t�x̂�t�

ÿ ~y0E �t���dt

and xÃ(s) is the solution to the state equation in Eq. (5) with initial condition xÃ(0)= x0. From
this we can conclude that the corresponding set Xs

E[x0, u
0(�)v0s, yÄE 0(�)v0s, d] of all possible states

of the system in Eqs. (A.4) and (A.5) is given by

X E
s�x0, u

0���js0, ~y0E ���js0, d � fxs 2 Rn; min
w���2L2�0,s�

JE�xs, w����Rdg � fxs

2 Rn:�xs ÿ x̂�s�� 0XE�s��xs ÿ x̂�s��Rd� rEs�u0���, ~y0E ����g: �A:21�

Furthermore, it is obvious that rs
E[u 0(�), yÄE

0(�)] 4 rs[u
0(�), yÄc

0(�), yÄd
0(�)] as E 4 0. Hence by

taking the limit as E 4 0, it follows from Eqs. (A.14) and (A.21) that the set of all possible
states of the system in Eqs. (1) and (2) is given by Eq. (7) and is bounded. This completes the
proof of this part of the theorem.
(iii) It is clear that the triple [u 0(�), yÄ c

0(�), yÄ d
0(�)] de®ned on an interval [0, s] is robustly

realizable if and only if the set Xs[x0, u 0(�)v0s, yÄ d
0(�)v0s, d] is not empty. Since the system in

Eqs. (1) and (2) is strictly veri®able, it now follows that the set Xs[x0, u
0(�)v0s, yÄ c0(�)v0s, yÄ d0(�)v0s,

d] is de®ned by Eq. (7). Hence, the set Xs[x0, u
0(�)v0s, yÄ c0(�)v0s, yÄ d0(�)v0s, d] is not empty if and

only if rs[u
0(�), yÄ c0(�), yÄ d0(�)]rÿ d.

(iV) We have proven above that if the system in Eqs. (1) and (2) is strictly veri®able, then
the set

Xs�x0, u
0���js0, ~y0c���js0, ~y0d���js0, d �

is de®ned by Eq. (7). This completes the proof of the theorem.q
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